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ON THE GROWTH OF THE NUMBER OF TOTALLY GEODESIC SURFACES IN
SOME HYPERBOLIC 3-MANIFOLDS
JUNEHYUK JUNG
Abstract. Let d be a positive square-free integer ≡ 3 (mod 4) such that there is no invariant of the ideal
class group Q[
√−d] which is divisible by 4. We prove an asymptotic formula for the number of immersed
totally geodesic surfaces in Γ
−d\H3 having area less than X.
1. Introduction
Let M be an n-dimensional hyperbolic manifold. Let pi (X) be the number of closed geodesics in M that
has length less than X . A quick application of Selberg’s trace formula is
pi (X) ∼ e
(n−1)X
(n− 1)X , (1.1)
which is often referred as a prime geodesic theorem [Sel56, Hub61, Mar69, Sar80, Hej83]. Here we use
f(X) ∼ g(X) to mean limX→∞ f(X)/g(X) = 1.
Now let ξ(X) be the number of (immersed) totally geodesic surfaces in M that has area less than X . The
main purpose of this article is to find an asymptotic formula for ξ(X) that is analogous to (1.1). We note
that ξ(X) can be identically zero for certain hyperbolic 3 manifolds M (see for instance, [MR03]). Because
of its subtle nature, we examine this problem for a certain class of hyperbolic 3-manifolds.
Theorem 1.1. Let d be a positive square-free integer ≡ 3 (mod 4). Assume that there is no invariant of the
ideal class group Q[
√−d] which is divisible by 4. Let Γd be the Bianchi group PSL2(Od), where Od is the
ring of integers of Q[
√−d]. Then the number of immersed totally geodesic surfaces in Γd\H3 having area
less than X is given by
ξ(X) =
τ(d)pi
4
∏
p
(
1− χ−d(p)
2 + χ−d(p)
p2
+
1
p3
)
X + o(X). (1.2)
Here τ(n) is the number of divisors of n.
Remark 1.2. Similar formula can be derived for the case d = 4,
ξ(X) =
5pi
12
∏
p
(
1− χ−4(p)
2 + χ−4(p)
p2
+
1
p3
)
X + o(X)
where volumes of all totally geodesic surfaces are given in [MR91]. The difference in the leading coefficient
amounts to the fact that, for d = 4, we have
(
i 0
0 −i
)
∈ Γd.
Remark 1.3. It is likely that (1.2) holds for all positive square-free integer d ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Remark 1.4. Existence of asymptotic formula ξ(X) ∼ cX for some constant c > 0 in the case of Bianchi
group Γd is first mentioned in [Sar05].
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is fairly straightforward. We first identify each totally geodesic surface with
a maximal Fuchsian subgroup in Γd. We then express the Fuchsian subgroup as a Z-order of a quaternion
algebra over Q, as in §6.4 of [MR91]. Applying Main Theorem 39.1.8 with Remark 39.1.13 from [Voi], we
obtain the area of the given totally geodesic surface.
We appreciate Sang-hyun Kim for suggesting the problem and many helpful discussions. We thank Peter Sarnak, Junsoo
Ha, Sug Woo Shin, Hee Oh, Jeff Hoffstein, E. Mehmet Kiral, and Naser Talebizadeh Sardari for various comments related to
the main result.
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For d such that there is no invariant of the ideal class group Q[
√−d] which is divisible by 4, the complete
parametrization of totally geodesic surfaces is given in [Vul93]. After computing area of all totally geodesic
surfaces, we apply the Wiener–Ikehara theorem to deduce the asymptotic formula for ξ(X).
It is desirable to find an analytic-geometric proof of Theorem 1.1. This will require understanding of the
leading coefficient in the asymptotic expansion.
2. Preliminaries
For each totally geodesic surface S, there exists (not necessarily unique) a circle or a straight line C ⊂
∂H3 = C∗ such that
FS : = Stab (S,PSL2(Od))
= Stab (C,PSL2(Od)) .
Such C satisfies an equation (see for instance, [MR03])
a|z|2 + 2Re(Bz) + c = 0,
where a, c ∈ Z and B ∈ Od.
From a quick computation, one cam verify the following:
Lemma 2.1. For C given by |z|2 = D, we have
Stab (C,PSL2(C)) =
{(
x Dy
y¯ x¯
)}
.
We will realize the Fuchsian group FS as units of reduced norm 1 of an integral order in a quaternion
algebra over Q.
For a field F with characteristic 6= 2 and a, b ∈ F×, a quaternion algebra
(
a,b
F
)
is a 4-dimensional F -vector
space with basis {1, i, j, k} such that
i2 = a, j2 = b, ij = k = −ji.
For a quaternion algebra B over Q, a Z-order O ⊂ B is a lattice that is also a subring of B. Given a Z-order
O in a quaternion algebra B over Q and a prime p, we use the following lemma to compute the Eichler
symbol
(
O
p
)
=
(
Op
p
)
.
Lemma 2.2 ([Voi]). Let ∆ : B → Q be the discriminant quadratic form given by
∆(α) = tr(α)2 − 4nrd(α).
For ε = −1, 0, 1, we have
(
O
p
)
= ε if and only if
(
∆(α)
p
)
takes the values {0, ε} for α ∈ Op.
We refer the reader to [Voi] for details about the theory of quaternion algebras.
3. For d ≡ 3 (mod 4)
3.1. Classification. We first recall a classification theorem for C corresponding to immersed totally geodesic
surfaces. Let Bd be the extended Bianchi group, i.e., the maximal extension of Γd = PSL2(Od) in PSL2(C).
Theorem 3.1 (Theorem 6, [Vul93]). Let d be a positive square-free integer ≡ 3 (mod 4). Assume that there
is no invariant of the ideal class group Q[
√−d] which is divisible by 4. Then each binary hermitian form is
Bd equivalent to one and only one of
Cm,c : d|z|2 + 2Re(m
√
−dz¯) + dc = 0,
where 0 ≤ m < d2 .
Here Bd is defined as follows. For α, β, . . . ∈ Od, let N(α, β, . . .) be the norm of the ideal in Od generated
by α, β, . . .. Then Bd is the image of
Ld = {σ =
(
α γ
β δ
)
∈M2(Od) : det(σ) = εN(α, β, γ, δ), for some unit ε ∈ Od}.
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Lemma 3.2 ((2.4), [Vul93]). When d ≡ 3 (mod 4), for each square-free r|d, choose a pair of integers u, v
such that dru− rv = 1, and let
σr =
(√−d r
vr −u√−d
)
∈ Ld,
so that det(σr) = r. Then {σr : r <
√
d} is a complete set of coset representatives of Bd/PGL2(Od).
Combining above two results, we see that {σ−1r Cm,c} parameterize every immersed totally geodesic sur-
faces, where 0 ≤ m < d. (Here we replaced d/2 by d to amount to the fact that PGL2(Od)/PSL2(Od) has
two elements, the identity and
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. Action of the latter element maps Cm,c to C−m,c)
3.2. Volume computation through quaternion algebras. We are going to use the following volume
formula to compute the area the totally geodesic surface corresponding to σ−1r Cm,c,.
Theorem 3.3 ([Voi]). Let B be an indefinite quaternion algebra over Q, and let O ⊂ B be a Z-order of
reduced discriminant D. Let Γ1(O) ⊂ PSL2(R) be the discrete group associated to the group PO1 = O1/{±1}
of units of reduced norm 1. Then we have
vol(Γ1(O)\H) = pi
3
D
∏
p|D
λ(O, p)/
∏
p|D
[
Z×p : nrd
(
O×p
)]
,
where
λ(O, p) =
1− p−2
1−
(
O
p
)
p−1
,
and
(
O
p
)
is the Eichler symbol. Here nrd is the reduced norm map.
To this end, we associate to each
a|z|2 + 2Re(Bz) + c = 0
a Z order in an appropriate quaternion algebra.
Theorem 3.4. Assume that B = b
√−d is purely imaginary, and that (a, b, c) = 1. Let D = b2d − ac and
let ρ be a representation of the quaternion algebra
(
−d,D
Q
)
given by
ρ(i) =
(√−d 0
0 −√−d
)
, ρ(j) =
(
0 D
1 0
)
.
Let T =
(
a B
0 1
)
, and let ρ′ = T−1ρT . Denoting by d0 the greatest common divisor of a, bd, and c, the
stabilizer group of a|z|2 + 2Re(Bz¯) + c = 0 in Γd is given by Pρ′(M1) where
M = Z
[
1,
α1(1 + i)
2
,
β(i+ 1)
2
+
bi+ j
d0α1
,
−bd− bi− j + ij
2d0
]
,
for some integers 0 ≤ β < a/d0, and α1|a/d0. The reduced discriminant of M is given by dDd2
0
.
Proof. We first note that T maps
a|z|2 + 2Re(Bz¯) + c = 0
to
|z|2 = |B|2 − ac = D,
so the image of ρ′ fixes a|z|2 + 2Re(Bz¯) + c = 0.
It follows from the definition that
ρ′(i) =
(√−d −2bda
0 −√−d
)
ρ′(j) =
(
−b√−d db2+Da
a b
√−d
)
ρ′(ij) =
(
bd −c√−d
−a√−d −bd
)
,
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and
ρ(t+ xi+ yj + zij) =
(
t+
√−dx− b√−dy + bdz − 2bda x+ db
2+D
a y − c
√−dz
ay − a√−dz t−√−dx+ b√−dy − bdz
)
=
(
t− x+ by + bdz +
√−d+1
2 (2x− 2by) − 2bda (x− by)− cy + cz −
√−d+1
2 2cz
ay + az −
√−d+1
2 2az t+ x− by − bdz −
√−d+1
2 (2x− 2by)
)
.
Therefore this is in M2(Od) if and only if
2az, 2cz, ay + az, 2x− 2by, t− x+ by + bdz, t+ x− by − bdz, −2bd
a
(x− by)− cy + cz ∈ Z.
Substituting by
k = 2az, l = ay + az, m = 2x− 2by, n = t− x+ by + bdz,
we see that this is equivalent to
k, l, m, n,
c
a
k,
bd
a
k,
bd
a
m+
c
a
l ∈ Z.
Let d0 = gcd(a, bd, c) = gcd(a, d, c). Then one can prove that there exists an upper-triangular 2× 2 matrix
S =
(
α1 β
0 α2
)
with α1α2 = a/d0 such that
bd
a
m+
c
a
l ∈ Z
if and only if
(
m
l
)
= S
(
m0
l0
)
for some m0, l0 ∈ Z. Also, k = ad0 k0 for some k0 ∈ Z. Combining all these,
any t+ xi + yj + zij that is mapped under ρ′ to an element of M2(Od) has the following form,
t+ xi + yj + zij =
k
2a
ij +
(
l
a
− k
2a
)
j +
(
bl
a
− bk
2a
+
m
2
)
i+
m
2
+ n− bdk
2a
= n+
α1(1 + i)
2
m0 +
(
β(i + 1)
2
+
bi+ j
d0α1
)
l0 +
(−bd− bi− j + ij
2d0
)
k0,
and so we complete the proof. 
We need to compute the Eichler symbol and the index of the image of reduced norm map of the Z-order
M to apply Theorem 3.3.
Lemma 3.5. Let
M = Z
[
1,
α1(1 + i)
2
,
β(i+ 1)
2
+
bi+ j
d0α1
,
−bd− bi− j + ij
2d0
]
,
as in Theorem 3.4. For an odd prime p|dD/d20,(
M
p
)
=
(−d
p
)
+
(
D
p
)
.
Also, [
Z×p : nrd
(
M×p
)]
is equal to 2 if p|
(
d
d0
, Dd0
)
and 1 otherwise.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that p|d0. Then because d is square-free, we have (p, d/d0) = 1, so p|Dd0 =
b2d
d0
− acd0 . From d0|ac/d0, we see that p|b, contradicting the assumption that (a, b, c) = 1. Therefore p ∤ d0.
We prove the lemma by considering two cases, when p ∤ α1, and when p|α1. Firstly when p ∤ α1, we have
Mp = Zp [1, i, j, ij] ,
and so the lemma follows trivially by observing that[
Z×p : nrd
(
M×p
)]
is 1 or 2 depending on whether nrd
(
M×p
) ⊆ (Z×p )2 has a non-square or not.
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For the rest of the proof, we assume that p|α1. Assume for contradiction that p ∤ Dd0 . Then p| dd0 , so
p|b2 dd0 − α1α2c = Dd0 , which contradicts the assumption. Therefore p|Dd0 = b2 dd0 − α1α2c, which implies that
p|b dd0 .
We claim that p|α2. Otherwise, from
a|bdβ + α2c,
we have p|c. Because (a, b, c) = 1, this implies that p ∤ b, so p| dd0 . In particular, we have p|d, and from p|a,
p|c, p|(a, c, d) = d0. This is a contradiction because (d0, dd0 ) = 1, proving our claim.
We now have
Mp = Zp
[
1, α1i, d0βi +
2bi+ 2j
α1
,−bi− j + ij
]
,
and so for α = t+ α1ix+
(
d0βi+
2bi+2j
α1
)
y + (−bi− j + ij)z,
∆(α) = tr(α)2 − 4nrd(α)
= −4
(
d
(
α1x+ d0βy − bz + 2by
α1
)2
−D
(
2y
α1
− z
)2
− dDz2
)
= −4d (α1x+ d0βy)2 − 8bd(α1x+ d0βy)
(
2y
α1
− z
)
− 4ac
(
2y
α1
− z
)2
+ 4dDz2
≡ −4d (α1x+ d0βy)2 − 16bdd0βy
2
α1
− 16acy
2
α21
+
16acyz
α1
(mod p).
Now
−16bdd0βy
2
α1
− 16acy
2
α21
= −16y2d0α2 (bdβ + α2c)
a
and
16acyz
α1
= 16α2d0cyz
are multiples of p, since p|α2. Therefore(
M
p
)
=
(−4d
p
)
=
(−d
p
)
+
(
D
p
)
.
Likewise, we have
nrd(α) ≡ t2 + d(α1x+ d0βy)2 (mod p),
and therefore when Z×p has a non-square unit if and only if p|d. 
Lemma 3.6. Let
M = Z
[
1,
α1(1 + i)
2
,
β(i+ 1)
2
+
bi+ j
d0α1
,
−bd− bi− j + ij
2d0
]
,
as in Theorem 3.4. Assume that α1 is odd. When p = 2|D,(
M
p
)
= (−1)(d2−1)/8,
and [
Z×2 : nrd
(
M×2
)]
= 1.
Proof. Because α1 is odd, we have
M2 = Z2
[
1,
1 + i
2
, j,
−j + ij
2
]
,
and so for α = t+ 1+i2 x+ jy +
−j+ij
2 z,
∆(α) = −4
(
d
(x
2
)2
−D
(
y − z
2
)2
− dD
(z
2
)2)
= −dx2 +D(2y − z)2 + dDz2
≡ −dx2 +D(1 + d)z2 (mod 8).
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From the assumption that d ≡ 3 (mod 4), we see that this is square if d ≡ 7 (mod 8), and non-square if
d ≡ 3 (mod 8). Now because
nrd(−1 + 1 + i
2
∗ 2) = d ≡ 3 (mod 4),
we have [
Z×2 : nrd
(
M×2
)]
= 1. 
We are now ready to compute the area of the immersed totally geodesic surface corresponding to σ−1r Cm,c.
Theorem 3.7. For 0 ≤ m < d, and any c ∈ Z such that m2 > cd, let d0 = d/(m, d) and D = (m2d −
cd2)/(m, d)2. Then the immersed totally geodesic surface Sm,c,r corresponding to σ−1r Cm,c satisfies
vol (Sm,c,r) = d
d20
pi2−ω(gcd(d/d0,D))
3
∏
p| d
d0
1− p−2
1−
(
D
p
)
p−1
D
∏
p|D
p∤d
(
1 + χ−d(p)p−1
)
where ω(n) is the number of distinct prime factors of n, and χ−d is the quadratic Dirichlet character asso-
ciated to Q[
√−d].
Remark 3.8. Note that we have
χ−d(p) =
(−d
p
)
for an odd prime p, and that
χ−d(2) = (−1)(d
2−1)/8.
Proof. Let d = rs. From direct computation, we see that σ−1r Cm,c satisfies
d(d+ 2mrv + crv2)|z|2 + 2Re
(
−
√
−d (mr2v + dmu+ dr + cdruv) z¯)+ d(cdu2 + 2mru+ r2) = 0
where u, v are chosen such that
su− rv = 1.
Note that we can choose v to be an even integer, so that d(d + 2mv + crv2) is odd, hence α1 is odd. This
equation is equivalent to
d
(m, d)
(s+ 2mv + crv2)|z|2 + 2Re
(
−
√
−d
(
m
(m, d)
(rv + su) +
d
(m, d)
(1 + cuv)
)
z¯
)
+
d
(m, d)
(csu2 + 2mu+ r) = 0.
We claim that
gcd
(
d
(m, d)
(s+ 2mv + crv2),
m
(m, d)
(rv + su) +
d
(m, d)
(1 + cuv),
d
(m, d)
(csu2 + 2mu+ r)
)
= 1 (3.1)
and that
gcd
(
d
(m, d)
(s+ 2mv + crv2), d,
d
(m, d)
(csu2 + 2mu+ r)
)
=
d
(m, d)
. (3.2)
To prove (3.1), we first note that
d
(
m
(m, d)
(rv + su) +
d
(m, d)
(1 + cuv)
)2
− d
2
(m, d)2
(s+ 2mv + cv2)(csu2 + 2mu+ r) =
dm2 − cd2
(m, d)2
,
and so any prime p dividing the left hand side of (3.1) must divide dm
2−cd2
(m,d)2 . Assume for contradiction that
p|d. Then we have p|m, and so p2‖dm2 − cd2. Because p2‖(m, d)2, this is contradiction to the assumption
that p|dm2−cd2(m,d)2 . Therefore p ∤ d, and we have m2 ≡ cd (mod p).
Now we have
d(s+ 2mv + crv2) ≡ r(s2 + 2msv +m2v2) ≡ r(mv + s)2 (mod p)
and likewise
d(csu2 + 2mu+ r) ≡ s(mu+ r)2 (mod p).
This implies that p|(mv + s)u− (mu+ r)v = 1, and we get contradiction. This proves (3.1).
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To prove (3.2), we first note that the left hand side of (3.2) is equal to
d
(m, d)
gcd
(
s+ 2mv + crv2, (m, d), csu2 + 2mu+ r
)
.
If p| gcd (s+ 2mv + crv2, (m, d), csu2 + 2mu+ r), then because p|d = rs, either p|r or p|s should be satis-
fied. If p|r, then p|s + 2mv + crv2 implies p|s, contradicting the assumption that d is square-free. If p|s,
then p|csu2 + 2mu + r implies p|r, again contradicting the assumption that d is square-free. Therefore
gcd
(
s+ 2mv + crv2, (m, d), csu2 + 2mu+ r
)
= 1, proving (3.2).
Now the theorem follows from the definition of d0, D, and applying Theorem 3.3 to the integral order
computed in Theorem 3.4. Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 amounts to the local computation that is required in
the formula given in Theorem 3.3. 
3.3. Counting the surfaces when sorted by the area. We first need an analytic lemma for counting
the number of values of an arithmetic function less than X , as X →∞.
Lemma 3.9. Let a be an integer such that,
p|a⇒ p|d.
For any integer r, we have
#{n ≡ r (mod a) : n
∏
p|n
(
1 + χ−d(p)p−1
)
< X} = C
a
X + o(X)
where
C =
∏
p
(1− p−1 + (p+ χ−d(p))−1).
Proof. For simplicity, let F (n) = n
∏
p|n
(
1 + χ−d(p)p−1
)
. Note that we have
F (an+ r) = (a, r)F
(
a
(a, r)
n+
r
(a, r)
)
from the assumption on a, hence we may assume without loss of generality that (a, r) = 1.
Consider Dirichlet characters ψ0, . . . , ψφ(a)−1 modulo a, where we set ψ0 to be the principal character.
Let
DF (s, ψj) =
∞∑
n=1
ψj(n)F (n)
−s =
∏
p
(1 + ψj(p)F (p)
−s + ψj(p2)F (p2)−s + ψj(p3)F (p3)−s . . .).
Then we have for s = σ + it,
DF (s, ψj)/L(s, ψj) =
∏
p
(1 + ψj(p)F (p)
−s + ψj(p2)F (p2)−s + ψj(p3)F (p3)−s . . .)(1− ψj(p)p−s)
=
∏
p
(1 + (1 + χ−d(p)p−1)−sψj(p)p−s(1− ψj(p)p−s)−1)(1 − ψj(p)p−s)
=
∏
p
(1− ψj(p)p−s + (1 + χ−d(p)p−1)−sψj(p)p−s)
=
∏
p
(1 +O((1 + |t|)p−1−σ)),
where L(s, ψj) is the Dirichlet L-function associated to the character ψj . This in particular implies that all
DF (s, ψj) are holomorphic in the region σ > 0, except for DF (s, ψ0) which has a simple pole at s = 1, where
the residue is given by
lim
s→1
DF (s, ψ0)/ζ(s) =
∏
p
(1− p−1 + (1 + χ−d(p)p−1)−1p−1)
∏
p|a
(1− p−1) = φ(a)C
a
.
Now consider a Dirichlet series that converges absolutely for Re(s) > 1,
∞∑
m=1
#{n ≡ r (mod a) : F (n) = m}
ms
=
∑
n≡r (mod a)
F (n)−s =
1
φ(a)
∑
j
DF (s, ψj)ψj(r).
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From the computation above,
∞∑
m=1
#{n ≡ r (mod a) : F (n) = m}
ms
− C
a(s− 1)
is holomorphic in the region Re(s) > 0, and so by Wiener–Ikehara theorem (see for instance, Corollary 8.8
[MV07]) we have
#{n ≡ r (mod a) : F (n) ≤ x} =
∑
m≤x
#{n ≡ r (mod a) : F (n) = m} = C
a
x+ o(x),
as x→∞. 
With this lemma, we can count the number of totally geodesic surfaces when ordered by the area.
Theorem 3.10. With the same C defined in Lemma 3.9, we have
#{(m, c, r) : vol (Sm,c,r) < X} = 3Cτ(d)
2pi

∏
p|d
(1 + p−2 + p−3 + p−4 + . . .)

X + o(X)
as X →∞.
Proof. Let c = d/d0k + κ with κ = 0, . . . , d/d0 − 1. Then
gcd(d/d0, D) = gcd(d/d0, κd
2
0) = gcd(d/d0, κ)
and for p|d/d0,
(
D
p
)
=
(−κd20
p
)
=
(−κ
p
)
.
Therefore for each fixed κ, r, and m,
#{k : vol(Sm,d/d0k+κ,r) < X}
=#

k :
dpi2−ω(gcd(d/d0,κ))
3d20
∏
p| d
d0
1− p−2
1−
(
−κ
p
)
p−1
F
(
−d0dk − d20κ+
m2d
(m, d)2
)
< X


=
3Cd0
pid2
2ω(gcd(d/d0,κ))
∏
p| d
d0
1−
(
−κ
p
)
p−1
1− p−2 X + o(X),
by Lemma 3.9.
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We first sum the part depending on κ over 0 ≤ κ < d/d0 as follows:
∑
κ
2ω(gcd(d/d0,κ))
∏
p| d
d0
(
1−
(−κ
p
)
p−1
)
=
∑
κ
∏
p| d
d0
(
1−
(−κ
p
)
p−1
)(
2−
(−κ
p
)2)
=
∑
κ
∏
p| d
d0
(
2−
(−κ
p
)2
−
(−κ
p
)
p−1
)
=
∑
κ
∏
p| d
d0
(
2−
(−κ
p
)2)
=
∑
κ
∏
p| d
d0
(
2−
(−κ
p
)2)
=
∑
κ
2ω(gcd(d/d0,κ))
=
∑
e| d
d0
∑
κ
gcd(d/d0,κ)=e
τ(e)
=
∑
e| d
d0
φ
(
d/d0
e
)
τ(e)
=
∏
p| d
d0
(φ(p) + τ(p))
=
∏
p| d
d0
(p+ 1) =
d
d0
∏
p| d
d0
(1 + p−1).
Therefore for each fixed m and r, we have
#{c : vol (Sm,c,r) < X} = 3C
pid
∏
p| d
d0
1
1− p−1X + o(X)
Now we sum the term depending on m over 0 ≤ m < d as follows:
∑
m
∏
p| gcd(m,d)
1
1− p−1 =
∑
e|d
∑
m
gcd(m,d)=e
∏
p|e
1
1− p−1
=
∑
e|d
φ(d/e)
∏
p|e
1
1− p−1
=
∏
p|d
(φ(p) +
1
1− p−1 )
= d
∏
p|d
(1− p−1 + (p− 1)−1),
Therefore
#{m, c : vol (Sm,c,r) < X} = 3C
pi

∏
p|d
(1 + p−2 + p−3 + p−4 + . . .)

X + o(X),
and the theorem follows by noting that the number of choices for r is τ(d)/2. 
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To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we compute the leading constant as follows:
3Cτ(d)
2pi
∏
p|d
(1 + p−2 + p−3 + . . .) =
3Cτ(d)
2pi
∏
p|d
1 + 1p3
1− 1p2
=
3τ(d)
2pi
∏
p|d
1 + 1p3
1− 1p2
∏
p∤d
(1− p−1 + (p+ χ−d(p))−1)
=
3τ(d)
2pi
∏
p|d
1 + 1p3
1− 1p2
∏
p∤d
1 + χ−d(p)p − χ−d(p)p2
1 + χ−d(p)p
=
3τ(d)
2pi
∏
p|d
1 + 1p3
1− 1p2
∏
p∤d
1− χ−d(p)2+χ−d(p)p2 + 1p3
1− 1p2
=
τ(d)pi
4
∏
p
(
1− χ−d(p)
2 + χ−d(p)
p2
+
1
p3
)
.
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